
Rocket  Unit Grade 10
Purpose

To design and build a rocket to be launched at the end of the unit C-6
engine that will achieve the greatest height and carry a payload of
one large grade A egg and safely return it to earth unharmed.

Requirements

1) The total length of the rocket cannot exceed 60 cm.
2) The rocket cannot exceed 200g in total mass, including the engine
and the egg.
3) The rocket must be fully painted and decorated with a particular
theme of your choice.
4)The materials for the project will be supplied and are the only ones
allowed (to level the playing field).
5) You must use Spacecad in order to predict the height your rocket
will achieve prior to the launch.
6) You will be graded on your best launch (your engine, if you bought
one from us, or the one we supplied).

Marking Scheme

1) Height Achieved vs. Predicted Height -marked as a ratio         /30     
2) Project (Practical)

a) weight-(1 mark off for every 10g over)           /5
b) height-(1 mark off for every 5mm over)                 /5
c) nose cone construction (symmetrical, smooth, fit, aerodynamic shape)        /5   
d) tail fins, guide straw (design, square, proper size and placement)      /5   
e) matches drawing, correct materials                    /15
f) decorations (well painted, smooth finish, personal theme)         /5
g) motor mount (fit, assembly)-             /5
h) recovery system (parachute design, sequence of parts)          /5

3) Payload Safety(Scrambled, Cracked, Unscathed)      /10

4) Flight Trajectory      /10

5) Report (use the attached format)      /40
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Rocket Project Report Format

1. Title page: Includes a short, descriptive title, the student’s                    5   
name, the teacher’s name, the course code, and the date the
report is due.

2. Table of contents: Use subheadings if required. Include item               5
numbers and page numbers.

3. Introduction: Describe the project, stating what it is, how it                 5
operates and it’s overall construction.

4. Material equipment list: An itemized list of all the tools and               5
material which were used in the manufacture of the project.
Be specific with respect to shape and size.

5. ACAD drawing: A fully dimensioned orthographic drawing                35      
of the rocket.

6. Procedure: A numbered, step by step process of how the                     25
project was completed. This section should be written in the
third person, past tense and cover all stages of the project.

7. Conclusions: A summary of all of the strengths and                              10
weaknesses of your rocket project. State any
recommendations about what you would do differently if
you were able to do the project again.

8. Technical problems: A description of the most difficult                              5
technical problems you had to overcome, either during the
design/drawing stage or in the manufacturing stage of the
project.

9. Knowledge gained: Outline what you learned from this project.   5


